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A constraint is removed by referring to its name. Subsequently the handle with which a user may refer to the constraint, for example when dropping it. In the case where a constraint command will always return exactly one record, if successful. Note that also constraint name. In order for a user to be able to drop such a constraint, the system-generated name is therefore returned since constraints always are named, but user-defined names are optional, the system must sometimes generate a.

This CIP specifies the general syntax for constraint definition (and constraint removal), and provides several examples of possible uses of the language defined by that syntax. None of the examples provided are to be.

Alternative syntaxes have been discussed: 2.5. Alternatives 4.Benefits to this proposal 2.4. Interaction with existing features 3. above. The domain of a node key constraint is thus.

A wider definition is not necessary for this type to satisfy the requirements of the. Some constraints may prove challenging to enforce in a system seeking to implement the contents of this CIP, as these.

The contents of this field are left unspecified, to be used for implementation-specific messages and/or details. In order for a user to be able to drop such a constraint, the system-generated name is therefore returned since constraints always are named, but user-defined names are optional, the system must sometimes generate a.

Alternative syntaxes have been discussed:
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Schema in Cypher

- Cypher is *schema-optional*
  - Fits well with heterogenous data
  - Makes typing and query planning harder
  - Does not fit well with many existing table-based engines
- Constraints are the only tools to enforce structure in the data

Schema in Cypher is a point where we expect there to be major developments as more actors get involved.
New constraint syntax

- Consistent syntax for all types of constraints (CIP)
- Re-use as much as possible from the rest of the language
- Allow for a large set of future constraints, some of which are vendor-specific
  - This allows vendors to use more strict schema when necessary

```
CREATE CONSTRAINT <name>
FOR <simple pattern>
REQUIRE <constraint expression>
```
Constraints, examples

- Property uniqueness constraint
  
  ```cypher
  CREATE CONSTRAINT unique_person_names
  FOR (p:Person)
  REQUIRE UNIQUE p.firstName, p.lastName
  ```

- Property existence constraint
  
  ```cypher
  CREATE CONSTRAINT person_must_have_firstName
  FOR (p:Person)
  REQUIRE exists(p.firstName)
  ```
Constraints, examples

- **Property value constraint**
  
  ```
  CREATE CONSTRAINT roads_must_have_positive_finite_length
  FOR ()-[r:ROAD]-()
  REQUIRE 0 < r.distance < infinity
  ```

- **Property type constraint**
  
  ```
  CREATE CONSTRAINT people_schema
  FOR (p:Person)
  REQUIRE p.email IS STRING
  REQUIRE p.name IS STRING?
  REQUIRE p.age IS INTEGER?
  ```
Constraints, examples

- **Cardinality constraints**
  - `CREATE CONSTRAINT spread_the_love
    FOR (p:Person)
    REQUIRE size((p)-[:LOVES]->()) > 3`

- **Endpoint constraints**
  - `CREATE CONSTRAINT can_only_own_things
    FOR ()-[:OWNS]->(t)
    REQUIRE (t:Vehicle) OR (t:Building) OR (t:Object)`

- **Label coexistence constraints**
  - `CREATE CONSTRAINT programmers_are_people_too
    FOR (p:Programmer)
    REQUIRE p:Person`
That's it!

Questions?